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SADD Grim Reaper Day…the message was Clear!
				 					Alex Barone
	May 17th was full of scares and made many uncomfortable but, more importantly it was a day to remember those lost as a result of decision made by distracted and reckless drivers. Throughout the day, real stories were read about teenagers or children who were killed because of a preventable accident.  Grim Reaper Day was an opportunity for members of Holy Trinity SADD to make a real difference among their peers.  With Senior Prom, Graduation, and the end of the school year, finally here, Holy Trinity SADD hoped to educate and build awareness so that our community can hopefully avoid the pain and suffering many people go through.
For those who didn't know, our Grim Reaper role was shared this year by junior Katherine Black and senior Jennifer Bochicchio. Those SADD members who participated wore black to represent a person who lost their life as a result of distracted or impaired driving. The “lost” did not speak after they were called by the “Reaper” because they represented the impaired or distracted driver’s victim.
As a member of SADD and participating in this day, I am reminded that anyone can become a victim of a destructive decision. I feel a responsibility to remind my friends and family not to text while driving and, if someone is impaired by drugs or alcohol to NEVER get in their car but get a ride from someone else. I don’t want it to be my name or the name of someone in our community read over the loud speaker one day.
	Holy Trinity SADD hopes that the message was clear on Grim Reaper Day. The irresponsible actions of distracted and impaired drivers lead to lost lives and broken families and friends.  Holy Trinity SADD shares in the message Father Joe gives us every Friday; “The choices that we make, the good ones and the bad ones will affect us for the rest of our lives.  Make good choices!” 
Holy Trinity SADD wishes the entire community a very happy and safe summer!




